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Caldwell !-.egan was corn January 11, 1870, in the home-
steaa or her grandfather, Judge James caluwell, at shelbyville,
Kentucy.1 She Is the dauahter of samuul negan ana sallie
and is or hnglish and Irish stock by ooth lines or aescent.2 ner
grandfatner, Judge caldwell, and nis seven brothers had helped
reclaila shelby county from the wilaerness.3 sne has spent many
nappy summers in shelbyville, but her home has always been in
1,entucky, tne city where her paternal granafather,
icrancis egan, settled in 16.:e4.
4 The name hegan is In.Dnounced
".i:egann" and not "heegan."
on account oi ill nealtn she did not start to school until
se w..,s ten years old. 1.ven in her pre-school days to xruge her-
self she wrote little stories. The =fading aut:Aor haa not yet
mastered hanawritin6, ana not oeing aole to make the letter S she
always suostitued for it the number 8.
5 "She proauced several
masterpieces ;.hic..a it prE.served might have rivaled 1.e _Yang
1L)4..aniey J.
The h.







huthoz-s Toaay and yesterday 04ew York:
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4-knee hegan receive,1 ner educAtion at haripton College, a
private school or idouisville. This old porticoed mansion had at
one time been the hoe or ueorge Keats, the brother or the ILnglish
poet. hile in school she was Iona DI drawing, anu at one ti2:le her
ambition to write was almost eclipsed by her desire to become an
artist. uaricat‘2-es or her schoolmates, her telichers, and herself
covered her text boc.)lis.
As a girl ce hegan loved to read. t-le says that the rirst
stories Lire cL.n remember were those or Ueorge 1,:acuonald. however,
she uid not reau these, but t:ley were told. to her oy an aunt who
WEIS very fond or the cld cotcranan and. who put her niece to sleep
wrtn the adventures of Gib-Die" and "Donald ura..-It." z;he
has never read the sto:..ies, prefe.-rias rather to remember then as
they were to d to her.
She tells us that the rirst 000k she aiscovered for herself
was castle nlair, and she decided at once that it was the best
boo-z ever written. the time Alice hegan read it sha was only
ei:zht years old. fle sass, "None or. the rrienus of my childhood
are =ore real to than the boys anci ,_;iris in that nook. I knew
them and loved them and played with them through every page."
Some time arter she had read this 000k she rell in love with
Louisa .... 4.lcott and read Ln.d rerez.ci eve.y one or
coks. other bo..-.;;Is she iikedvva.e hans brinker and the stories of
'Donald aria ..;oro7.:y. Prince and tie ?auner was one of .,iss
•
• - -, tr.-
3
Hegan's prime favorites. At one time she became deeply interested
in her brother's books and shared his enthusiasm for The loicr,-
gunters, Jungle, Pea% aLa Plain, Tip_ Sawytt, and Llucklelerrv
Finn. Her interest increased with each book until she was cauEht
readinp Picayune Fete and was rAde to stop reading such books.
The Elsie books did not appeal to Alice Fegan and were scorned
from start to finish- he read without interest i2ombev and Son,
and she thought Ivanhoe was the longest took she had ever read.
6he was very fond of  4ice in Wonderland and ;;ater Babies.
Thackeray's illustraticns tempted her to read his books, but they
puzzled her. he says,
"It was at the dressmaker's that I
slirped over the border that divides chil-
dren's books from novel-lard- waitinE
for my mother to be fitted I chanced upz,n a
serial running throu&h a fashion journal.
The heroine was named 'Aimee,' and she was
cruelly misjudged, and had violet eyes end a
lover. After that the children's books
failed to satisfy, and unless somebody fell
in love with somebody the story was not worth
while._
"tOrturately, John Halifax, Gentleman,
One (Sumer vand Louisiana took the place of
the ill-fated ITT;777-17ut to this day I
have a tender spot in my heart for my first
love with the violet eyes."'
Like many Southern girls of the eighties, after leaving
school she abandoned ambition for pleasure; and being a member of
a large and lively connection throughout the state, she entered
with zest into the Eay, infernal social life that characterized
Kentucky.
7
rite  LXXVIll, 835-C26 (Decer- er 3, l9^4).
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Her only serious work during these days was in her boys'
clubs and mission school classes and in her home visitinco, anonE
the poor. fter a fer years the old 1cm-ing for expression care
back, and from time to time :"iss Hegan wrote stories and even
achieved the proud distinction of having several humorous skits
published.
The llegan t s hol.,e, in the handsome residence section of
Fourth hvenue, was, especially in the winter, the gathering piace
of a group of young won.en who met and read aloud original short
stories, poems, and sketches which they afterwards discussed and
frankly criticized. l'he hostess was Liss lice aldwel1 Hegan, who
was the leading spirit of this ==outhern Literary club because of
her charing, vivacious personality, her social tact, and her
cleverness with the pen.
The Hegans a1ww5s carried the Kentucky idea o. open house."
The Hegan home was the city rendezvous of a group of friends and
relatives who lived in the neighborin: towns. ihese people would
dron in, singly or in groups, for a few ea7s' visit at any time.
;(3nsequently, the rourth Avenue home was in its normal concition
when overflowing with gaests, and as the daughter of the house was
of a practical as well as literary turn of rind, her writin: aluld
be done only at a,d LcLents and when there happened to be a quiet
household .8
The Hegens had another Louisville 11:1..e* It was a picturesque




EC3 (December 6, 1002).
5
ef Jacob Park and hieden by a screen of oal.s frcr. the view of the
passers on the aurlick :eaci. 'his cabin was built of logs and
claster and had a great porch running entirely around it. It had
an open passageway through the center with an outside stairway in
it rising to the pedroons. vn one side of the passageway was a
4
large dining room and on the other a large living room. j'he _
countryside had been scoured for quaint olo furniture, and the
cabin had four-post bedsteads, old pewter, engravings, rag carpets,
splint-bottom chairs, and a round dining table, with a revolving
center raised a few inches and designed to hold vegetable dishas,
so tha.e one could secure food on the other side by turning the
center part of the table around- Between reels one quenched his
thirst from the water gourd and a bucket of spring water. Here,
far from town, with the forest shutting out the worlo on all ades,
• the merriest of house parties assembled alnost every week-end.
-4 These parties became a family institution, but they hindered the
young author's work. Over the dining room fireplace just under
the fievolutionary musket is painted this motto:
"He vino a cheerful nature owns
A palace rears from hovel stones."
It was during a houseparty at the heEan cabin that ,-lice
Hecan displayed with pride among her intimate friends the first
check she ever received for literary work* 'fhe check was for the
larze sun of ,f5.0D. It care from Vogue. It paid, handsomely
in the author's opinion, for a hunorous fantasy called "A Strike
in High Life," in which Van Eibber, of the "ichard Harding Davis
stories, and the Gibson zirls of the '-'Lanes Dana Gibson illustra-
tions, were the hero and herolne. Iziss Eegan did not, like many
young authors, need the money and, after a good deal of fondling,
cashed the check. Ead the sketch been written a few yea:'s later,
its author might have had a wide choice of publIshers at a price
twenty times greater t..an Vogue_ paid.9
The Longing to accomplish something grew stronger each year,
and after trying various themes more or less historical,
hegan suddenly realized that what sne could prooably do oest was
that which lay nearest at hand. 'J.-hat was the Cabbage Patch! ?or
years sne and her mother had been doing acts of charity in this
forlorn and ugly part of Louisville. Eere, "wncre ramshackled
cottages played hopscoten over tne railroad tracks," she had been
a regular visitor. 1;11 doors were :;- 11 to her, and her symoath-.etic
ears heard the woes of the neighborhood. Winter after winter she
had done much to relieve the stress of Toverty, and the incident
in her book of the letter to the newspaper ana the instant
responses in tooney, cLothes, and food it Drought to a stricken
family was founded on an actual occurrelIce.10
ians. hice has very kindly written the following sketcn, which
gives us a glise into her life, for the centurion's series of
autoolographiess
"Tne part of me that oelongs to the
public began to manifest itseir at a vcry
tender age. I insisted upoa dictating
storios oefore I learned to write, ana a
doting auntie patiently put dcwa =any
9Yentucky Library Scrapbook (oestern Stote Teochers College;
Kentucky 1,17iF7FS:), courier-Journal (1916).








ramblinr: effusions to amuse a delicate
little girl who spent most of her winters
indoors. In ract, most of my stories
since then have been written primarily to
amuse myself. Life has always been infinite-
ly mo;.e interesting and worthwnile to ne
tnan art, out v.nen life fails to supply
adventures then my imagination creates
them.
"During my school days my secret
ambition was to oe an illustrator, and
the stories I wrote auout my rriends
%ere copiously illustrated, usually on
tne fly-leaves of our text books. But
soon arter I left school I sent a joke
to one of the comic papers and received
firty cents for it. That must have been
the turning point or my career, for rrom
that time on my 'skits' as the editors
were pleased to call them, went rorth
unaccompanied by sketches, and my
artistic talent languisned and died.
"In 1900, a friend suggested that I
put on paper some or my experiences in
the philanthropic -i:ork in which I have
always been interested. The idea
appealed to me, and I set to work at
once. In an old half-used business
ledger of my father's I jotted down my
story, writing around the entries and
drawing pictures as I went along. Valen
I reached the last page of the ledger,
I ended my story, no more paper being
handy, I suppose. Then I coaxed my
father to send me a typewriter from his
office, and I proceeded laboriously to
hammer out those twenty thousand words
with my two forefingers. i am not sure
but that my real achievement, both to
myself and to my ramily, at that time
was in the typed copy and not in the
original.IS
All tnis was done in an old trunk room where she hid herself
to escape the tiversicns or the rest or the family.
"The L.anuscript was rorwarl v,ith
many mizivis to T.:1 Century Comny
11.he Centurion (Larch, 1918).
• 
8
where it met with a warm welcome, and
the result was Yrs. :IEEE of the Cabbage 
patch.
"Close on the publisning of my first
book came my marriage to Cale Young Rice,
and arter tat a long stay in urope, and
it was not until two years later that I
answered my puolisher's question, 'Aren't
there any more stories in your Caobage
Patch?' by bringing out Lovey 1Zary.
'By that time I was-MITY-Irrinched
on a groressional career and there was
no backing out even nad I desired it.
was like a little rish that had
wriggled out of its glass bowl and
tutbled into the sea. I was not at
all sure that I wanted to commit myself
to regular hours, to the tusk of master-
ing my technique, to discouragement and
to inevitable criticism. It was a new
experience to me to work seriously and
to allow business to interrere with
pl'asure. But my husoa-,d, who has devoted
his life to the service of art, was very
firm with me: 'Give it the best that
is in you, or give it nothing,' he urged..
Sc I reluctantly curtailed all other
activities except my philanthropic work
and with a sizh for all those vanisning
faCs and rancits so dear to the heart
of a porn dilettante, I settledlgown to
the business of concentration."'-̀
Cale Young Rice was
1872.13 He received his
nis family moved when he
versity, in Tennessee.
born at Lixon, Kentucky, December 7,
education at tvansville, Indiana, where
was six years old, and Cumber.l.and Uni-
te later went to ::arvard for three years
and took his degree in philonophy. in lEG he accepted the chair
_ 1,of English literature at Cumberland.14 -e90 his ra=ily moved to
12Loc. cit.
16_hunits, op. cit., r. t60.
14ialon7mous, cp. cit., 560.
9
Louisville to make their home. Cele Young Rice WaS at that tire
an ambitious writer. It wes n'Aural that V-.e two young people,
wnose tastes and ambitions were so similar, should soon discover
one another.
Just before the marriage of Cale 7oung Rice and Alice
Coldwell hei=an, in 1902, Lrs. yAggs of the Cabbage Patch anneared,
and the new author awoke one morning to rind herselr famous. Thus
it ASS said that Alice iegan received -±eame for her wedding gift.
The marriage or Cale Young and Alice Caldwell not only began a
life partnership out a literry partnership as well. nichard






A more fitting description of the persom,lity of the author
could not be given than that of :,argaret Steele Anderson, a close
and long-time friend of la's. hices which was puoliched in the
Book News Lontrly, issuect by tne ‘;entury Company. kiss Anderson
suggests that Alice Legan birth, like the famous princess
or rairy-lore, wes attended oy a variety or fairies of good rortune
wtlo presentee t_eir gifts. .5he says,
"Tne order or their coming has never
been quite etcertained, out one thing is
certain--tat, tne fairy Charm c:ir:le first
and prout the Honest girt. In her
trin cLme suer, rolkc as Kindlir.err, ana
humor, ,And ,Iayety, and Simpl1c1ty-0i-
he,rt. /cridii::ecs came too, and a
15- •unitz, op. cit., 3. 559.
149r.•e-A.-wlectevirsode#IrlogillOilre.1,770"1"PletiP7:404..PC4!"—•
10
certain darling creature called 'Homeli-
ness,' wno, however, was not at all ugly,
and had. nothing to do with the appearance
or tnis very pretty child. They oore the
presents, these gifties, in a great oox
laoeled Wood rortunel and marked with a
promising token, tne sign of tne bright
Silver Spoon.
"It is hard to leave the symaol of
the fairies and their presents, because,
in a record of LIrs. hicels life, the
element of the gift is very marked.
These qualities oi kindliness, friend-
liness, simplicity and the rest--are
clearly innate, with never a mark of the
conscious. some people, by long and
courageous struggle, achieve these
virtues, but alice Regan was born with
them. Then, too, the record of the past
fourteen years of her life is very like
the record of the Princess; for here
was a quiet girl, living after the
fashion or her kind, wno was suddenly
awakened to new lire by the wild,
sweet kiss of ame. *lhe eleuent of
wonder is here in 1.-rge measure. 1„e
always knev. said a friend, 'to
be our ov.n and very special Alice. V,e
didn't know you •2re going to oe Alice
in ,;onderland.'"u
16 entucky eman's Jourl 0.JecL,..ber, 1915).
Cii.:iFTr.R II
C;%tiBALit, F,TUM
says that her early experience in writing was like
that of =any othel. notable authors—manuscripts case back, at
first.1 The fact trat L.rs. v.ius wt.s ier rirst long story proves,
however, that she aid not suffer as ::any pangs, through returned
manuscripts, as aoes the average successful author.
An interesting fact in connection with the publication of
Lrs.  is is that it was re d, in manuscrict, before the Author's
Club, then a small organization of young women in Louisville, who,
stranr.ely enough, have all become notable in the ieLc. of letters
since the orEanization of ti-,e club.2
Curiously enou.:n, tl-_at which pronauly made s. ce, or
Lliss ilegan as sne was tLen, such a welcome vistor a=ong the people
of the Cabbage i=atcn was tne chief elemeht or her success, love
of humor. .;he has to a remarkacie degree a quick ana acute sense
of hu:nor, humor that is fu_ny ana humor tht is pathetic. he
the pathos in life as sensitiveiy an appreciatively as she
dia the incongruous an t;_e absurd. he knew the various phases
of lowly human nature in this neg.Lected ;:art of liouisvilIe and
established among the people an underLtanaing.3
. hen t_e icea came to of writin7 about her own expert-
1,
-:_en -Lucky or.an's Jcurnal 1915).
cit.
-The uutlboh, i.XXI1, 84 (December G, 1902;.
"""Rflw •
-12
ences, she had only to add the thread of fiction, change the names,
enumerate different episodes, and the book was written. Lillian:
Frederick Dix, in his article about Alice He8Ln Rice, says,
"yet, when it was written, she mis-
trustee. it [LT Wiggs of the ,Cabbage 
,pstail and wo -ed it over with painstaking
care, and even when she felt she could do
no more with it, she had the gravest doubts
over this little record of some of her
experiences. Of course, the introduction
of the love episode was the fiction which
strings the scenes in the story together,
and it was with many misgivings that Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch was offered
ror ptin1E7tion.
A friend of krs. Rice, or kiss Regan, had recently published
a hook throu6h the Century Company; and, when he read the copy of
tirs. VAggs of the CabbaEr. ?stch, he advised her to publish it. He
had a feL:liag of gratitude for the Century Company for :,avinE
accepted and successfully published his novel, which had been
turned down by other publisLers. He took the manuscript of Mrs.
Wigq to the reader who had reported favorably on his story and
asked for an early decision. The reader had not read far when he
rushed into the magazine department of the Century Company and
told the editor that he had a "find." The latter had only to read
it to find that it was adaptable for magazine purposes.5
In another article I find a little different view cf the
reception given la's. ',ggs. It says,
"lass He&an received Et note fro the
_oc. cit.
5 e Outlook, LX.XVIII, 262 (October 1, 1904).
man who read the ::.anuscript. It wus com-
plilLez.tary, out was not an indication of
tne writer's-ET:13W Trait ne had discovered
an autnor. he said he 'liked the lyggs
very mucn, round them quite diverting' on
preliminary."(1
little latr ,Ass Began went to New -york and call
ed upon
her publishers. kihen sne was given a copy or the
 .LLttle book, she
turned the pages witn intei.est and wondered ir it
 would oe noticed
Etrong all the lal-ge an beautiful books that were c
oming out.
The century company berore the tine or bars. 
igs hc.c. not
been puolisning s:71ali books, oecuse tneir lowest
-price pock was
,:is 01 te CLobage Paten sold ror ,;.1.s.0 and
becar.e °I a long list ol dollar books.7
Tile name it.iss rlegan in 1901 was not a name 
that appealed
to people as it ater Liu. hven the title, at th
e rirst glance,
i.as not very intel-esting. 'he cover carried a pictur
e of a woman
with a snovel in her hand. This aid not create muc
n interest or
Tne second glance is what saved the book, for 
one saw
"The Capoage ?sten." This was odd, somet
hing new and different.8
This little cook carA.ed on one 01 its iir
st rew pages these
words:




Tne tiood tuaGel of
Cabba -tre pl;.tcilt".)
t Cntuci ay b, cit • Gouricr-Journtil (191).
7..entucky S.cracbook (Louisville, Kentucky: 
Louisville
-rree pubfrE-1,itry).
:.entucky ,:.utnors L;CrdpjOi:1;,J. cit., "'Ine :ook 01 .li
ce an
14
Almost at once tne little story bezaa to ue read and talked
aoout. only 2030 copies were i;uolished at first, because tne
publishers iad no great expectations for it.9 The first 200U
copies sola in the iirst thirty days, and another 200o were print-
ed, and then anotnel-, and at t_le end of six montns the presses
were turning out 10,000 a month. Tnis later vose to 40,000 a
month, and this went on ana on until 46 editions haa been printed.
Tiven arter eignt years O00 copies a month were still printed and
sold.10 within a year this Louisville girl emerged as the writer
or one or tne most popular and human books or many years.
Issac r# iaTCOS3Ofl says,
0 one was more surprised at the
success or Ages than isxs. ?Ace her-
self.
"nen I was on the :Jouisville Times
it was part of say work to aelliet so=177Ted
'feature articles' for tne 1- aturday
afternoon issues, write:11mm tne most
important 01 tne %%hole week. rs. 1-A.ce
had founaed her story upon a real char-
acter and iaia it in wnat was known as
'Tin mown' in Louisville. She rirst
met 1;.rs. igs wiiiie she was aoing
settlement work in that section.
"I knew or the existence or the
Character, so I sent . :nmapson zuchanan
then one or our writers, and who has
since becon:e a successful playwright,
out to write an article about the
woman in question. 1.e returned several
:lours later and reported failure.
ulrit happened?' i asked him.
'The ori,7inal i„rs. iggs not only re-
rused to oe interviewed out poured a
Lucket DI garsze ovr me,1 was nis reply,"11
_cc. cit.
1°1,oc. clt.




• - "fr.,- • ...4••••
-che character Ers. "is is a typical -'outhern "po' white"
of a
" type as inoigenous to the soil from
1,:entucky to the Gulf as a corn aodver
or a stalk of sorphum, ano as full of
vital human elements as they are of
foodstuffs- he is in no sense a noble
,shristian character: she hardly measures up
to Yrs. "iggs' standard of a 'well-wisher'
in fact, and to call her so is to belittle
Irs. Rice's faultless interpretation of a
type rertile in every element of interest---
literature bristles with types of noble
'Thristians, but Yrs. diggses are few and far
between. Yrs. "iEgs was a sturdy, sweet-
natured pagan, as all those people are; 
'
courageous,
shrewd, resourceful; supplementing life s
uncomprehended shortcominz.s with a delicious
haphazard philospphy that floated her serenely
over the breaking gulfs that would have
battered less pliable stuff to pieces; and we
owe :.rs. "ice slsre than words can tell for
her artistic character in its natural
environilent, with every sordid detail unshaded."12
Ihere was somethin:: about Exs. acza alth ehb4z41 
that caught the public's fancy. Perhaps it was Lrs. "iggs's
optimism, perhaps merely her funny sayings, perhaps anything but
the love story, for it is very weak and could easily have been
left out and not hurt the story of Lrs. "i.7.Es* it is only a
thread that loosely holds the series of stories together* 'the
story is full of bur:an love and sympathy. It was written from
the heart, without self-consciousness or false ::.otive, hut r:Ith
simplicity and sIncerity. It is pleasingly humbrous because the
humor is perfectly natural, it is pathetic without tein senti-
mcntal, and w:Ith all its 'pathos it not sad. Its optimi.T is
12_
Lentuckv 4,11thrc. "The book of Alice aezan
15
: aft« " • IP. IP' .47,1010,{riforgreo - • Arr..
16
constant, ana it is a true picture or ilie.
Tne little book _rs. _ic.,;7s of the Cabbage Pate
n oecarle not
only known in i,oulsville, but it became populav 
tnrougnout the
world. It has oeen translated into more than a doz
en lanruages
and into braille ior tne plind.16
President Tneodore Roosevelt red tne little book a f
ew years
after it was published anu alter reading it, invit
ed the nices to
tne v;tite house for a visit. He extended to them a
 cordial
invitation for them to make tne nite house their stoppi
ng place




rs.‘ii,:js of the ;:abbage Patch not oniy created a sensatio
n
in :Jock lorm, ut wnen it was presenteo on the s
taee and screen,
it was equally as great.
In 1903 zxs. ';;igEs of tne uaboae Paten ana its seq
uel,
1,ovey Lary, were dramatized as one story.15 This 
dramatization
met with a great response. Me first ari)earance, in 
Loutr;ville,
of Ifxs. Wiggs of the csobaJ7e Ptch as a drama will be
 long and
pleasantly remembered by many or ice 's friends,
 v;ho were in
the audience at Macauleyts on The occasion. Tht au
dience witn
much applause called repeatedly for vxs. 7ice. he 
was finally
'Induced to step in front of tne rootlights, hut 
hactened away so
quickly that tile people scarcely h_d time or a good 
look.
entucky 1,1brary Scr:;:rbook, op. ciz., u._.urir-,
Tournt!I (1916).
14moc. cit.
15 -:11der:Lan arid on. cIt.,p. 4404.
17
A few years later tne arana bss. or the (abhage Patch
nau becoe tne nit or London and was being played in India,
and other places that New Yorkers aria Londoners do not
think ct as theatrical centzIrs. ',ne drama had a long run in New
.̀.:ork.16
In tne fail or 1927 a tabloid musical comedy version or
;Zrs• Wigs or the Caboa -ze PLAcn served as the vehicle or the
Valnut Theatre players in Louisville, Kentucky. it was staged
viltn admiraoie skill by ,abert Taylor and became agaln a
production with more than ordinary interest.
About 1918, King iord, oha ox tre best known motion picture
uirectors in the country at that time and who was the rirst to
proauce LTs. VA.gs. of the Cabbage ratcii on the stage in A -Iericu and
,n6lana, prouuced plaj in screen form. .Larguerite Clark, a
leading star at tnat tilae, had tne part or the orpnan girl, Lovey
Mary.17
The film was snown in Louisville in the early part ox 1909.
The tjajestic Theat:e was crowded one morning With all the iIttle
orpnans in institutions in Louisville. They not only got to see
tnis delightrui snow which was aouut so:ne runaAay orphans who
went to live in the Caobage Patch, out they were Chaperoned oy
negan ice herself.18
In uctocer, 1961, Paramount made tne picture or b.rs. yAgga
16-r.entucky Liorary
17- .,,entucky AUt::01's
cr. c)::, on. cit., Courier-Journal (1916).
tcla_pbook, op. cit., .;ourier-Journai (February:




of tne Cabbage Patch. Adolph Zukor considered it their strong-
est production in comeemorstibn of the twentieth jubilee or the
organization. There had peen a space of twenty years oetween tr.
Zukorls tirst orfering, that of Sarah Bernhardt in ',ueen
Elizabeth, to xrs. y_iAzv of the Cabbage Pateh.19
In April, 1964, paramount again announced that Pauline Love
would make her screen debut in Alice Hegan Rice's ars. Wigge of
the Cabbage Patch, and that with her would appear W. C. Fields
and Charlotte Henry. To round out the east, Zazu Pitts would
play the part of Mist Hazy. 
20
After gra. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch was published,
publishers besieged the author for copy and otfered pricee which
might have moved the leaaing writers of the country to transier
allegiance, but the publisher of the rirst book got those that
followed because cf a sentiment of loyalty, among other considera-
tions, on the part or the author toward the puolisher who had first
recognized her. Other publishers might have been first to recog-
aize the qualities or trs. Wir;gs ir they nad had the chance to
read the manuscr1pt.
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Edward ileek recently puoliar,ed a list or America's best
sellers since 1876. :krs. -;i1.7:-8 of the Caubage Patch was listed
with a sale of 530,000 copies since 1903.22
19Ibid., Herald Post (October, 1931).
20Ibid. Courier-Jpurnal (April, 1964).
21 ntucj,v Liortlry %cranbook, OD. cit., Courier-Journal (1916).
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hehtueLy Autnors Scrap000k, op. cit., Courier-juu.1-nal (April 15,
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e have oaly to tnink of "a's. uiggs, and we can clearly see
her and hear her say, "ome lolks goes right under when trouble
co!Les, out i cal-ry mine lur an' easy"IPor, "It ain't never no
use puttin, up yer unbreill till it rains!" 24
and
'I told that it's wrong to keep
everltning bottled up inside of
yer feelin's is like rasloerry vinegar:
1r you're skeerea to use 'em an' keepon savins tea:, lirst tninE you know
they've cone Ivaporated1" 5
"I'll be firty years old on tne
rourtn of July, but I hold there ain'tno use in ayInt 'fore yer time. Lotsox folks is walkinl 'round jest as dead asthey'll ever be. I believe in gittin, Ls:nuch ood outen life as you kin---not thatever set out to look ler happiness; seemslike t;.e iolks that does that never rindsit. I jes' do the oest j kin •:!-.,ere the
good 1,ord put me at ant it looks like Igot a happy feelin, in me 'most all theti,e..26
This is some of her advice, but her best philosophy is "Looks
like everything in the Af orld comes right, if we jest wait long
enough 4”27
T'ais is what v;e remember more than the other side. The book
has a suotle earnestness or purpose which shines behind all its
23







mirth. ers. eelees matters worse than they neee to be by ner
snirtieesness anu incapacity. By her ignorance sne fails to
provide aseistance for her helpiese little ones; by her pride
see reuse e it wnen It is offered; out see keeps herself comfort-
able tnrou el it all by the suelime spirit of seeing good where
there is none.
ee find her on a freezing winter morning pasting paper on a
.eeeen window .nlie tie cnildren are pinned in bedclothes by the
stove; ner eloows are sticking out of he: sleeves. She could
have pasted up the window end mendee her sleeve sometime before
the cola weather.
eiges is so hospitable tnat she waters tee children's
soup and skimps herself and her overeorkee son in order to feed
teo vie:tors wno have already had their dinner. he lets l_ee
olcest son, weo is nalf-starved and overworked ana wno seoula De
in a nospital, sleep at night out of doors in a wagon just to make
a fee cents mere. ene lets him die or exposure when sne has had
an offer to help: but sne will not take it until ne is dead.
it is a story of pain an wrong and suffering or a young
Doy who is worked aet starved to death Decause his mctner is
ousy "keeping the dust off her rose-colored spectacles."
The book is interesting because It tends to soothe one of the
-idest griefs or our time. No evil is so eeneral as poverty.
eeny books h:.:ve oeen written by sympathetic people, eooks of
investigation and protest wnice crive us to de eomethine cut
poverty. enaries !dickens, victor eueo, and many otters have
made us feel teat poverte is en evil.
21
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Mrs. yiiggs of the Cabbage Patch cores along and eases our
pain. We think that it is mostly her fault ths she is living
like that; and, if the Cabbage Patch can develop such a cheerful-,
noble spirit that spreads sunshine all around her, it must not be
such a bad place after all.
"This simple, amusing book, with its
primitive motive; its easy benevolence,
its faint thread of story, is pleasant
to the taste, and soothing in its effects.
"The very guiltlessness of its make-up,
the complete lack of effort necessary to
follow and understand, the easy approval
Of its humble virtues, make it a relief to
the sated appetite of the present-day
reader, and a sedative to his recently
aroused scrui:aes.
"If Lrs. Wiggs had been clever and
efficient ss well as philosophic, if she had
done all that mortsl could to provide for
her children and herself, and yet had been
forced to starve and freeze and see her
first-born die--that would hsve hurt us.
Yie should have been stirred even to see
how cruel and ho, foolish is such waste
of human life, such slow child-murder
of the best and bravest.
"Or if--being an ignorant, slovenly
woman, and overwhelmed by trouble, as is
so frequently the case In all our cities,
if Lrs. Wigs had not worn dust-proof
rose-coloret spectacles; if she had
recognized cold and hunger, dirt, disesse
and death, and called them by their right
names,--bitterly rebelliously, or resign-
edly,--then we should not have the story
at all. It would not have Interested us.
I do not say that l:rs. Rice meant the
least to harm by this attrsctive story;
I dare say she :Leant to do gcod; but for
all that the moral of the book—and it
would be no book at „All .;.ithout the moral--
is most danrercus.
In spite of the fact tl7at the mor:il of l-xs. 1:igcs of the






Cabbage Patch tas most dangerous, the bock helped wonderfully in
bringing about changes for the better in the Cabbage Patch. Eow-
ever, it took several years to make the changes, aril it was not
until 1912 that a settlement house was established. Ie:rs. Pice
was a prime helper in the establishing of the house and a constant
worker in the enterprises of ti.e organization. At the settlement
house volunteer workers instructed in sewing and cooking and led
in Bible and literary study. Specialists tent there to tell
stories to the children and to conduct kindergarten classes. Lx-
perienced men taught city gardening and led the Boy Scout troops.29
The following article appeared In the Sunday morning iFFIA)
of the courier-Journal for January 12, 1919. It tells of
improvements made in the cabbage Patch:
"The Cabbage Patch Improver.entIague has Improved the Cabbage Patchuntil the section of the city in thevicinity of Tenth and Eill streets,inhabited by Yrs. Wiggs, Lis' Eazy, Mrs.Schultz and the other characters immor-talized in yrs. Wicr's of the .2.1t21=patch has 17-17, much 6i-fEZ-vitint--pictureEcueness that is the charm oft:-_e famous ncvel. ro longer do theranischackle cottages 'play hop-scotchov--,r the railrd tacks.1 The CivicImprovement League of the Cabbage Patchhas dropped the plumb line and madointersections according to connectionalideas of civic improvement, and thecharming tobsy-turviness that oncecharacterized the neighborhood, hasmerged into the modern city.
"Only a fev4 of the original cottagesthat were built in tl.(• days twl--.en therewere no streets, ana tne builrfrs of ahouse fced it anyway his fant2y
29Yentuck;. Libry  cit., Courier-Journal (January1-2,-7075).
•*,-.Par ••• • ••••••
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prompted,' are remaining today. The
original V:iggsest house,' the most imposing
in the neighborhood, with two front doors
and a tin roof,' is still stndin,
basking in its splendor of dishevelment
by the side of the railroad truck. The
original y.rs. VAggs still lives there, a
recluse from the perennial sightseers
who learned to love the charming char-
acters of tne book. The tile factory
mentioned In the novel belches forth its
smoke and steam and clang of industry,
and the workmen have their drab little
houses there, but they're lineu up
according to Hoyle, or whoever it was
who started this pseudo city beautiful
idea.
"There have been so many changes
out there in the last fifteen years that
its name V,Jabbage Patchy does not mean
so much anymore,' commented C.ta. Cale
Young Rice, author ol the book. 1Thoe
is a zealous spirit of enterprise out
there now, sna they take great pride in
their progressiveness. The-,' have bilt
up the neighborhood, no pace Las
gained in progreLsivenets wnat Jt may
have lost in a certain kind of charm.'
"But the naz.e 'Cabbage Patch' still
lingers, no matter how civic pride of the
Civic Improvement Learue may resent it,
and with the name to apprise the passerby,
a second look will reveal beneath the
vaunted improvements some of tne original
charm of the famous Cabbage Patch. The
little cottages of workers in the nearby
shops have a heritage of picturesque
neglect about them that is attractive,
and if the booklover is not too much
disappointed with a first impression of
modern Improvement and civic progress, he
may linger and get some of the tradition
of the place thht will create a delightful
spot in his memory.fl
"As old tradition meanders about the
little h-uses--und is being more and more
restricted by straight paved streets and
t:_e precise locic of cieic atvancement--
ne. annals a2:e being written of the
aci.ivities of the men who work in the
shcps, and the women who stew vegetables and










children end get the; reuey fol. school.
The men, as nay already been ss.id, have
their civic improvements league, teld they
hold regular meetings ehere dues are
collected, and the question of buyieg
the Plug for the settlement house, of the
payment of the dog toe is discussed. The
younger men play basket bull, the girls
nave tneir rewing and cannilw clubs, and
the mothers got together und discuss
child-welfare problems. No more is is.
Aggs with her 'turpentine' and mutton
1;illow the infellible medicul authority
of the cebbage Patch. A modern clinic
operetes at the settlement house, and
children go there to get their ueenoids
removed, and their ringworms cauterized
by the latent scientific methods. Dances
are neld every week, and a library station
hue hell established there."
"nut the chief attractien to the
Cabbeee Ftch todey is the lineering
chum of the place, despite tne improve-
ments thut nave been made by the
ImproverAnt Leaeue. It may be altered
in the course of time, but at the pre-
sent dGy some of it is there. The
spirit of progresLiveness is not the
real thing that stands in the way of
the charming influence of the Cabbage
patch. It is a certain kind of resent-
fulness on the part of the inhabitants
toward the vistor. They feel that a
certsin amount of stigma attaches to
the name 'Cabbage Patch.'
'As progressiveness is an accepted
virtue, who is to deny or rebuke the
improvements of tee Improvement League:
They may improve to their hearts content,
but posterity is demanding the human
influence which the Cabbage Patch is
capable of bestowing. No amount of civic
pride will ever permit the saloons of the
Cabbage Patch to give their locality
the appellation of 'progress Center' or
IFeastling 1.urysieel to when the imi.-roving
mind nas a tendency to run. Cabbage
retch it is, and YA.1l remain, in the
heal-t of humanity at large, which knows a
good thing when it sees it.
"Ferhaps the recentful attitude of the
inhabitants is a just resultant and to the SO14—
vinat petronizinr, lizy that mizht be 1. hon by
"tralmmstr•IP"Mt. .. " - • -
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the visitor who looks upon the frazzled
beauty of the Cabbage Patch; but the
Cabbage Patch has its solemn lessons and
charming cheers that were not all included
in the book, and they should be exercised.
Yiithout going to the extent of putting up
ropes and charging two-hits a throw to see
the spots of especial literary mert, the
Cabbage Patch might show herself more and
put out just a little more affability—for
the Cabbage Patch has a wonderful reputation
to live up to. Isn't there someone to tell
the Cabbage Patch that it is one of the
wonders of the world?
"The original Mrs. V:iggs still lives in
the cottage by the railroad track--but she
isn't the original Mrs. Wiggs. Not only
is her name different, but she has a differ-
ent character--decidedly. 'Book-sighters,' as
she calls them, have worn a pathway to her
door--the door that opens on tila street, and
the door from the house that was burned down
and nailed upon the new house. They also
have worn ar,ay their welcome.
someone bruve the ordeal just
once more and visit the house by the rail-
road track and tell her ii hat an honor it is
to be Ise. J.,ggs? There are men in
Hannibal, kissouri, who scrap over the
distinction, of being the original
Huckleberry Finn. Why aren't you proud of
your distinction, too, liTs. Wiggs? Why
don't you accept the great honor expected
of so great a lady? Why don't you discard
the hostile brooms and let us come In and
talk to you, and learn from you, and ful-
fill our ideals of you? you don't know
what you are missing, 14Rt for yourself and
your own satisfaction.
In l°27 irs. Rice herself made an appeal to the children
through the St. Nicholas for help for a new settlement house.
Ehe told the children about Billy Wiggs, Chris Hazy, Asia,
Australia, Euroi:ena, and all the other cnildren who once





She tJld them that there were many more just like these little
girls and boys who needed help. The Settlement House was .1ere
all the childrei gathered at nights after their day's work to play
and read and have a good time. people who had something they
Cidn't want or need and didn't know what to do wit1-.1 it could send
it to the settlement house. Here people from the Cabbage Patch
could use anything that was sent.
She told a story about a lamer who had such a large crop of
pumpkins one year he did not know what to do with them. then a
happy idea came to him. He loaded a big wagon with them and took
them to the settlement house. such a celebration followed 1
Everybody hac pumpkin pie for supper, and that night jaci-7-oLlanterns
bobbed up and down the streets and alleys in every p ece possible.
The children always had a place that was light and walla at
the settlement house, and that was more than they had at home.
But after seventeen years of hard usage the old house was all but
tuzabling down, and a new one had to be built. This new heuse was
going to have a real gymnasium, spacious, airy rooms for clubs and
classes, different clinics, and best of all a large reading room.
iTTS. nice told all this to the children in a very appealing
manner and then asked them to help her.31
Again in 1933 Wrs. Rice, who is still an active worker in
the Cabbage Patch !.ettle:...ent, wrote an article .:ss-king for help
from anyone who coulci give it. asked for clothes, food, or
::one. Luring-. tne winter the Cabbage Patch EettleL:ent el:crated
3 t. r.icholas, 1,1:1 1C4 (Decerlber, 1927).
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a commissary in connection with its unemployr:ent relief bureau for
the benefit of those wno could not get regular work. They got
each listed man as ILany days' work as possible and then aided him
to get food for his family at the lowest possible prices.32
In the Courier-Journal for iLay 24, of this year, we find
that one of the experiments of the New Deal, that of the slum
clearance and modern housing in large hmerican cities, is about to
be launched in Louisville. The work is expected to begin in a
few weeks. The unsightly tenements will be replaced with modern
apartmenta, units to be rented at figures correspondingly no
higher tnan for those in the lu=s. If this is doae, it will
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LOVEY SEQUEL TO kFS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH
After Miss iegen's marriage to Cale Young Rice they spent a
long time in Europe and Japan. It .as not until 1903 that her
second book, Lovey nary, a stquel te 'eiggs of the Cabbage
Patch, appeared.
The sceue of 12.-Lve....-z ;4ar7 ie laid in the same Caboa,7e Patch.
There was no reason )4.11- she could not repeat her success with
Lovey kary as many paople wondered; for, she herself remarked,
"the Cabbsze patch is full of stories." If these stories were to
be found, naturally, irs. ice would find them. Succeos had not
roboed ner of her fre.dom from self-consciousnessp and she was
still a "good an.:ei of the Cabso-le Patch."
If you read :7rs. s of the Cabbcee Patch and the it, as
you prob,bly do, you read Lovey a1arv and like that too, no :ore
and no less. In each book there are a few hours of pleasant
readine and several laughs. LIrs. Wigas and Lovey ,..ary are
genuine. first meet Lovey -...ary when she is a very small girl
in a children's hoL.e near 1,ouisiilLe. She becomes a sort of
fostcr-motner to tne child of Kate Rider, a girl whom she dislikes
very ruch• To keep from giviee Tommy back to Kate, she runs away
with him and finally stops at the hospitable Cabbage Patch.
Lovey Lary meets LT's. and likes her very ::luch. She
catcef, a little of t i.s 'very ha: :1 to be
1
.il.dcr,- n and Harris, op. cit., p.
• - '41
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good aad live up to wnat the peoole in the Ca . bage Patch think of
her. El's. Y:igs is much the same as before, and Billy, Asia,
Euroi.ena, and Australia have in no way been altered t: the pros-
perity wnich overto.Jk them at the end of the story. After a few
chapters more 01 various adventures tie book cones to an end, and
we take leave of Levey Kary, Tommy, and the Cabbage Patch with the
old, old assurance that they all lived happily ever after.
Irs. Rice dedicated the little book
"To
Cale Young Nice
Who Taught ke the Secret
Of Plucking Roses From
A Cabbage Fatch"
Levey 2...Ery had a large sale and again brought up the sale
of Ars. '!Aggs of the Cabbage katch, Eo that the two bcoks ran side
by side for several months.2
Perhaps y.rs. Rice's place as a writer in American fiction
rests with these two books, rs. V:iggs and Levey Lary.3 But they
have not proved rs. 7ice to be so much of a literary woman as a
shrewd observer 01 numan nature, with the cleverness to put down
what srie sees so that others can see it, too. There have been
other books as all:using as V.rs. Wizgs and Levey L'ary that have not
attained to anyt:in 1i4e the popularity of these stories.4
The stories are s i=ple in construction and in the manner of
their telling. roth are stories born, not made, and characterized
1, 1904).
2
T:le Cutlock, 23 (Ccrobe.r
- Alderman and bo. cit., p. 4404.
-_he Outlook, LX7VIII, 2e3 (October 1, 1904).
01.1114 • ftore, 4,411r.,
_ . .
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by the spontaneity which, as a rule, marks natural style. '-t.he
stories appeal to all classes of people- 4hey both deal with the
lives of plain people charitably and affectionately, and a love
of humanity pervades them- Their humor is natural; it is a mixtul,e
of comic appreciation and human sympathy.
The Beckman says of these two books:
"The success of L. .,,iwcza of he
4;abba.e Patch is one of the few successes
o recent yearswhich we have not, in a
measure, begrudged. Not that in any way
it is an extraordinary book- It is very
slight—intentionally so--but it is
original and very genuine? and it is
written with real humor. lie like it and
we like Lovev rarv, 4:1,4) :LE SIM;EHELY
H3PE Ilidr7rFt.7ice will be content with
these two so fa as the k.abbage Patch is con-
cerned. ;:e hope that she is going to turn
her attention to other fields, and should
greet warmly from her a story about a
personally conducted tour of incompletely
developed ,imericans, either at home or
abroad, for instance, believing that she
would write with freshness and quaintness
of the tea-pot tempests, the petty squabbles
and the amusing and harmless, but thoroughly
exasperating, gaucheries that mark such a
tour ."3
br.1.-gs
3an, XVII, 12 103).
CHAJPTER IV
MRS. RICE'S OTFER NOVELS
Li's. Rice did turn her attentions away from the Cabbage Patch,
for her next book Sandy, which appeared In 1905,1 was about an
irresponsible, impulsive Irish boy who came to America as a
stowaway on an ',merle n liner. It told of his experiences from
being a peddler to being a successful college graduate and of his
ambitious romance. n11 his dreams were realized because of a
kind-hearted old judge who adopted him.
Sandy is one of the most lovable charact,rs in modern fiction;
and the book is very readable and possesses much of the philosophy
of the Cnbbage Patch. It is a simple, life-like story full of
quiet huror, pathos, and cearm. It has a variety of cleverly
drawn Kentucky types. The story was laid in the little Kentucky
town of Clayton.
Lrs. Rice dedicates this book
"To Kg Aunt
Miss kary A. Eegan
Lho Used to Tell 0:e setter Stories
Than I Shall Ever -;:rite"
One critic said, "ers. Rice has given too much attention to
the outsicUrs in Sandy and the boy and the girl who are the chief
actors, suffer. The story is sketchily drawn; too sketchtly, the
average reader will think." 2
i,nother one aaid of the book, "othinc! but the dreariest
1Kunitz, on. cit., p. 5E0.
2Pook Reviee Digest, 1905. p. 290.
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herbage of sentimental commonplace."3 Etill all critics do not
agree, for another thought, "Rrs. Rice's reputation will receive
a fine impetus from this delightful little story.114
Yrs. Rice says,
"In fifteen years I have written eightbooks and a dozen or more short stories,and between times my husband and I havemade long sojourns in distant lands, foundworkshops and play grounds all the wayfrom the Riviera to Yokohama, from Pekinto ingapore. Only two of my longerstories, however, grew out of theseforeign experiences; one a child's storyCaptain June, is laid in Japan, and theOther, The HonorablePercival takesplace iniEst wholly on shipboard.
"For the most part I prefer to takeKentucky for my background, and to writeof the humble charcters that slipunnoticed through the city streets orlive out their simple lives in someobscure town.
"It is interesting to trace a storyto the source. An incident, or a strayword even may lie dormant in the brainfor years, and then suddenly blossominto a novel. An editorial in a villagepaper stating: 'Owing to a severehemorrhage from our lungs, we were unableto get out last week's Journal' starte0me on my favorite character, Opp."3
Captain June, a story for children, appearea in 1907.6 The
story is about a little American boy who stayeu with his Japanese
nurse in her country while his mother was in Wanila nursing his
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ahis short book as dedicated
ft, -io The Little Boy I Love Best
Francis Earbour Began."
It is a very pretty little story, and any cLil, especially
a boy, would lie it. However, she did not write this book with
the easy style she used in her first two The Nation criticizes it
as ben s "told with a certain freshness, although the situation
Is slight- 1-rs. rice has done better work";
7 
while the Review 
Eeviews says, "In ventain June Ers. Began "ice does not write
with the sare firmness of touch that characterizes the work of the
author of E717%v La;1. She, like :rrs- -artin, throws her ticture upon
the screen in clear, sharp lizht and shadcw."8
9In 1000 cane I:rs. "ice's masterpiece, Ur. 0 Irrs. Rice
made r. Opp a glorified Ichabod wrane with a double person:lity.
"The aggressive 17r. Opp of the gorgeous raiment and the seal rings
the important man of business was in deadly combat with the
insignificant LIr. Opp, he of 1..ht shirt sleeves and the wilted
ponpador," who gives up ambition and love that he may bring happi-
floss to a liLtle half-crazy sIster. u khora was in the man •••
er7otism, courage, whatever it was -- that would never recognize
defeat, that quality that wins out of a life of losing the final
victory." Ir. Opp was a most r%thetic creature who fooled hinEolf
to the very last.
8
D ;-est, l7, p. 364.
Loc. cit.
1:unitz, op. cit., p• 560.
k
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r. Cpp was of varied experience, unlimitee but ineffective
ambition, unselfisn devotion to others, and a quaint manner of
speech,--a combination of characteristics such as never before
apiearea in fiction.
venture to say whether any
have crossed the staize of re'-1 life.
,e are not prepared either to affirm or
deny, but nine readers out of ten will be
convinced, we feel sure, that sucn appar-
ently file lives are after all worth
wnile."iv
Opp does more than make the human appeal; it makes the
artistic appeal as well. Opp is a new study and characteriza-
tion, purely American in the drawing. In this story the writer
again deals with the plainpeople, and again does so with that
affectionate appreciation and sympathetic humor that maes a kinely
comecy. The setting is again in henucl:y in a very small town.
The charact-rs are purely and typically planned. It is to be
regardeo as the author's first venture into the field of the
novel ES distinct from the simple story, yet in it her achieve-
ment, over and above the story and characterizations, lies in the
_Interpretations of the lives and the philosophy of the people, as
in Lrs. of tne Crbbage Patch and Lovey ..ary.11
The story is told with the sympathy and picturesqueness that
we expect from Rice. The =ockm'.-n says that "the hook is a
slight thing as regards to plot, but an excellent study of
eh-racter."12 TheNew yerz ope was "a truly
le7(..view   XXY_IX, 76j (June, 1:7-•00.






delightful book, full of whi:Lsicl humor, ,:.nd with a dash of
pathos aid sentiment that is never mawkis:i or unreal."13 The
criticism rrit Spectator gives IS; ,1..1. Opp is more than the hero
of a novel: he comes very ne_r to being truly heroic. The whole
bock, indeed, is exceedingly att:.active, and fully sustains the
reputation of its author."14 The Brooklyn Eagle says, "In
portraiture it is of the highest quality of literary art. So
perfect is it tnet we cannot fail to realize in the story the
touch of real genius."15
-r. Opp first apl)eared in serial form in The Century
,agazine in 1908-1909; then it came cut in book for.
After the appearance of A-r. Opp, ;_r. and icrs. Rice returnea
to Japan for an indefinite stay, from which country they went to
India for travel Ena study of the lana and its people.
To offset the pathos of Yr. Cpp came A Pomt.nce of -:illy Goat
Hill, in 1912,17in which the famous Flathers family play their
part. It is a story of winsome Kentuclzy girl, called Miss
1,ady, who is adored by every inhabitant of Billy Goat Hill. Miss
Lady, after her father's death and her girlhood sweetheart
is out of the country v.ith a cloud of suspicion resting on him,
marries an old professor in her lonesomeness. Hr brisnt nature
11Too. cit.
11Loc. cit.
nonymous, op. cit., 1J. b.
'175.,aderman and Harris, op. cit., p. 4,36.
171unitz, op. cit., p. O.
••••
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tries to adaLt itself in the old house, but the task is hard. Her
sweetheart returns and is cleared, arit- a way to happiness is
opened fcr leady.
The store:- takes place in Louisville. Billy Coat hill lies
at a rather indefinite spot between the city workhouse and
Crescent Hill. This elevation is only about 500 yards long. The
hill is composed mostly of clay, weeds, tin cans, cottages, babies,
and dogs. The people who lived on tee hill changeb the name to
Angora lieights, which is recorded in the story, and were very
sensitive about the name.18
It is said that L4rs. Rice went out to see the reservoir at
Crescent hill, and when she passed the bend, she heard the conduc-
tor shout, ":illy Goat Hillf" ethe was fscinatee -e:e the name and
fro: _ it tuilt her novel.
Zhe again EIves us e picture of the slums of Louieville. ehis
time it is slightly different from the Cabbage Fetch. If you
like Lrs. Wigs and Ivey leery, you like :eyrtella Flatlyers with
her rough manners, her peculiar ways, and her big, warm heart.
All of the characters arc exaggerated and are varied and
humorous. The incidents in the story take place so fast that you
can herdly keep up with them.
1 !;e; 'eork Tiees says of e Fameece of illy Goat Hills
"For the story as a story, very little elay be said in the way of
ccmehdeticn; eut it furnishes a fairl:i good bac4ground for the
ce.arecter skeeches eeet life pictures ehich ere the reel feeterea






ILdependent say that "there are touches here
and there of the homely humor and clever character delineation
that sparkle through the merry pages of LIL:,a2, but the story
is otherwise comonplace."2°
A *=.once of'1lv 3oat Hill was also dramatized. It appeared
at Kacauley's, and the incident of the audience callinz for Lrs. iIce
was repeated as in the draa of .2.1;‘-a. She was almost pulled
to the front of the stage by the leadinF ladies of the drama. 21
hen came The Honorable Percival, in 1914,
22
which the LI=
York Globe describes as "one of the most anusin,':- shipboard
romances ever written." 23 The events of a trans-Pacific voyage of
Afour weeks' duration make up this story- he Honorable Percival
Hascombe, who comes on board at an Francisco after a borin;: trip
across the ,%tlantic and the continent, is spoken of as a
"blizhted being." It is to cure a breen heart that he has traveled
so far away from Eng.land- His heart receives another blow, for
durin.7 the voyage he falls in love, quite ag-. ainst his will, with
=,icbby (pynton, rho is as typically .erLerican as he is 4;ritish.
bobby's affections are in Uroming, and the romance ends in
nothing, but it leaves the Honorable Percival a wiser Than.
lathe Independent describes the bock as "a merry and telisht-










fully i=rrobabie tale,n24 and Thc Yew York Tires as "a wholesore s
vivacious, and thorouchly amusinr: stoz.y.""
In The Fcnorble Percival Rice has written a story which
i orthy of her, although the theme is quite cifferent from those
of hr other stories. It is a gay, wholesome narrative, told with
the same kindly humor and shrewd knowledge of human nature for
which she is famed. The character types are both amusing and
convincing. The Fonorable Percival, a haughty young Englishan of
high birth and position, is not a character of striking originality
like krs. V.14;gs and r. Opp, but, to me, he is far more life-like.
Bobby is a pretty, sweet, gay, little estern Irl, v.hur_e clothes
and ecucatisn '_,re crude, but whose coquetry is perfect nd
spontaneous. Robby is a very likable person.
A brief stop of the Saluria at Yokoham is used 1):: r . Rice
as the means of introducing en amusing episode In which Percival
is brought into contact with the child-like unconventionality of
the Japanese. ine pictures of Japanese and Chinese life, with
which hrs. Rice is thoroughly familiar, adds a pleasinj veriety
and color to the story.26
then the story ern1E, you arc a little sorry for P-rcivl, -rut
you rgree with the author and not with Percival's romantic dreams.
Next came Calvary .Alley, in le17,27 in ehich the author
returned to her early field and gave a picture of life in the
24Book Review Ligest, 1914, p. 433.
2 .00. cit.
i.utnors Lcrt.book, op. cit., Couric:r-.Tourne:.;. (;7ovemter
27 unitz, or. cit., p. 560.
slums.
Lira. Rice tells where she got her thought of Calvary Ailey:
"years ego, we were tramping through
Ydinburg, when our progres: was interrupted by
a street fight. Half a dozen small boys
were pelting each other with mud, and in
their midst was a radiant tow-headed
little girl fighting tith savage joy, while
a big boy standing near shouted, 'Swat it
to 'em, Goosiel Swat it to gem goodly A
small peg to hang a romance on, but Goosie
stayed with me through the years, and
never gave me any peace until I got her on
paper under the name of Nance u4lloy, and
told what I imagine miEht have happened to
her had she been born in 'Calvary Ailey. 028
The world that loves to be Charmed, to be entertained, to be
toucheC1 to laugher anu tears took to its heart Yrs. yAggs of the
Cabbage Patch. They did the same when they read about i:ance
who lived with her step-father cne step-other in Calvhry
Alley near the cathedral, who grew up to become a "finisher" of
pants, a factory hand, a companion to an old lady, a chorus girl,
a stenographer, and a trained nurse, and who fell in love with
one of the two men who cared for her most.
The book is mole than a story of i.ance u.alloy; it tells of
the unsanitary conditions under which the poor live in the larger
cities. It is so vividly pictured that the book has hz,d economic
influence. Wi.s. Rice does not stress ner moral In any way to
reduce te artistry of her story.
"When an expert on housing condi-
tions was aced at a public lecture for
best refo:.ence book on tie subjeot,
said, lead Calvary b; Lice




rice. I know of no book that gives
so true picture of the problems or ,
living which the poor have to face. I"49
The story, however, is not at all w,_:igheu with problems.
Nance Is a gay, good little soul who f4oes every sol't of foe and
every trying situation. She barely avoids several pitfalls, but,
wile Nance climbs, a dozen like her fall by the wayside. The
truths are made plain by incidents, not oy moralizing. The plot
is dramatic, anu there ar,; many complications.
"One might appropriately welcome the
the latest manifestation of our famous
author's gift in the expressive phrase of
krs. Snowder: II never seen anyone
improve so mucb and yet go on favorinI
theLaselves. 1"30
This was said of Calvary Alley inen it first appeared.
other criticism was,
"Not since 1,.rs. Wiggs has Lrc. hice
given us a book so richin her warm
humanity, her whimsicality and her
catholic fondness for varieties of types
as we find in CalvEry Alley. yet it h4ts
of bigger things than ET377Fs. Wige."6-"
This comes from the Heston Transcript, wnile a New York paper
sas, Calvary Alley has no serious pretensions and is
y,/-itten in a lirht and entertaini style, it does sincely
reflect a certain Fhase of ;:merican life."32
Even The Times in London writes of it: 9,vhce in a areat
29-1-7e:,:tucky .Luthors Scraebook, op. cit.
Courier-Journal-(October,





while one runs ,cos o L. truly vital heroine in fiction--a girl ho
lives and moves like a real bein6. Such a heroine is Nance
kost of rs. Rice's books are dedicated to someone. Calvary






V,ith i'alom It Has Been hy
happy Fortune To kake
The Literary Pilgrimage"
Calvary ,Uley, like i4rs. Tiggs of the Cabbage Patch, was made
into a picture and put on the screen. The name of the picture
version was "Sunshine Nan," and 1:an Pennington, the well-knon
dancer of the Liegfeld .ollies, was the star. The ticture was
shown in Louisville in rch, 1918.
c,uin, her next novel, made its appearance in 1G21.34 It
the cireet outcovie of the eighteen months' service of the author in
Camp Zachar Taylor, right outside of Louisville, as volunteer
librarian and as a Rec Cross worker in the hospitals. It is a
study of the average soldier as Lrs. Rice sew him.35
cuinby Graham is a poor priw.te when he enters the story,
but he has arLbition and plucl:; and when he falls in love with
Eleanor FI, rtiett, the fact that she is rich and IlLs a high
social position does not step him from trying to win her. He first
33L0C cit.
34hunitz, C. cit., p. 560.
35.hentucky "uthors Scrapbcok, op., cit.
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gets himself favored by her tyrannical family, and then he runs
things to suit himself with all but Eleanor. he wants to be an
actress and nearly becomes one. Through Quints determination he
finally reaches his goal.
Quin is so normal and likable, so refreshing in his attitude
toward life and is loyalty to his benefactress, that this war
story is at once chterful. He is very frank and amusing.
In this story -1..rs. Rice used her old charm of quaint humor,
wholesome optimism, democratic philosophy, and her belief that
human nature is everywhere worth while.
The Pittsburgh Press wrote,
"One seldom comes across a storypossessing as much genuine appealas uin. In the present tale the authorsnorrTgain that she has 3 keen insig:htinto human nature, and the characters sheintroduces seem to just live through thebook's pages which teem wi.1:11. humor, senti-ment, romance and pathos."°
The Outlook remarks that this is the best story the author
has given us since 1:.rs. -,;:ius of the Cabbace patch.”.57
The New York Times points out that HYhat Cuin did and how
he did it _:.akes up the amusing and brightly written, If entirely
conventional aad very inTrobable, little story."38
"It is not surprising that the advanceorders for this latest work of the creatorof .1,_rs. should have compelled asecond printingbefore the first was put onthe market. uin is an absorbing story told
"-uldnymous, op. cit., p. CO.;.) 
57,_oc. cit.
38Fook review Diet, 1921, p. 360.
lvt""
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with great charm. It is roz:antic of course,
but blendeti with realism and bears on every
page the bright wit of i.rs. Rice, and
flashes of human nature she knows so well."39
This article apeared in the St. Louis Ties and showed now
popular Rice's %iorks must have been.
This book was dedicated
"To My Lerriest Friend
Josephine F. Hamill"
In 1929 The 13uffer was pab1ished.4° It is another romance
with a Kentucky setting--a story of Cynthia Freer bound by
promises to her mother and an eccentric family to te 1:ickory Kill
Farm, strugglini_; to overcome the responsibility of a ependent
fttmily, struggling to develop her ability to write.
Cynthia is good-looking, clever, charming. She is the most
warm-heart, self-sacrificint; of mortals, so virtuous that. Ehe is
really rather alarming. She has a wonderful sense of humor and
enlivens the book, which is devoted to her difficulties. She is, as
Pcter told her, "so darned sweet and self-sacrificing that you
make everybody around you rotten selfish."
The story has an appeal and gentle charm with enough inci-
dents to make it agreeabay interesting; however, soL:e cf the
incidents come to an end ratner quickly and leave you to Imagine
the rest.
The !.!ew vor .z. remark44.
"The fl,'st part of the book is quite
Zo',:nonymoug, cp. cit., p. 8.
4(1.hu.n.itz, op. cit., p. 060.
amusinz, with some deft comedy nd no
small amount of verisimilitude. It is
toward the end, when the author decides
the time has come to settle everything
neatly for all her characters, that the
reader feels at he is attending a
puppet show."'"
The Outlook merely states that "the story is pleasant and
humorously written and Cynthia was a nice gir1."42
This story ran as a serial in the Courier-Journal in 1929,
44
before it was published. When the story ended, there were numer-
ous letters from people all over the st.,te to the editor of the
Courier-Journal for is. Rice to write a sequel, or at least
another chapter. They were disappointed in the last chapter, which
does end rather abruptly, and wanted some more.
The following is an example of the many letters:
"arch 19, 1929.
Referred to ia,s. rUce
To the Editor of the Courier-Journal.
"After reading the concluning Chapter
of L:rs. Rice's intensely human and inter-
esting story, The Buffer, may we ask, nay
implore, through the columns of the
Courier-Journal, that she write a sfiquel,
or at east, one more chapter to this
charnd.ng narrative?
"How are we ever to know whether
Cynthia reached the .phill.,)A.nes, and how
was she received by ieter on her arrival
there, and did Peter ever recover his
failing sight and who was left in charge
of Hickory Hill after Cynthia went away?
'..hat became of ?redrick in the general
exodus? Did Barney ever get well enough
to return to his native state and favorite
pastime of wild oats sowing? Were the
soldoring ashes of love that had exited
between "unt LizA.e and te perfidious
Albion ever a3 in fannec into flame and




did they marry . nd live happily ever
after?
believe there are many oter
readers who have the sane desire to




It was to.: late to make the appeal, for The :- ffer was
definitely enclosed. between the 11=Iting cove2s of a book.
It is this :s.rm quality of appeal in 7.ice's art that
gives her the power to instil the lesson of nobility in the
conduct of human affairs .hile she seems just to tell an absorb-
ing story about a very interesting girl.
Li's. Rice's last novel appeared only last 3ear(193) under
the title of Lr. Fete -± Col4
Fete is a lonely little man who after years of ainilese
wandering abroad, returns to Louisville, Kentucky,to take 1.:p the
inheritance which his father has left him. The inheritance is
a large, dilapidated house, in a disagreeable part of town, inhabi-
tec by sever._:1 pc6r fa:Lilies, many of them of questionable repute.
But here Lr. Pete builds up a happy life for hi...I:self and reecues
tore than one tenant fro. the depths. fete is a pertrait to
set beside Opp in :4rs. Rice's g-liery of unusual but lovalzle
characters. lie is a frail little stoop-shouldred man, prema-
turely old at forty-five, and cursed r;itn an inferiority complex
due to a drug habit contracted in childhood. ':hen the depression
47,eentucky eit., Ceurfer-Journal (Lareh
1:14(j).




casts its shadows over tile Send, it is Y. Pete that saves the
lives of the starvelingsv..:.o are among his friends. L. Petels
human understAnding and hel;:-ful sympathy get him a larger family
than he hus imagined. He is ve2-5( kind-hearted and helps everyone
in every possible way he can. He is the general trouble-mender.
The pages of L:r. F te & Co. are teeming with real characters
who quarrel and love, give and take, help and hurt, all fighting
for an existence, food, shelter, clothes--and happiness. Humor
runs faintly throughout the story, never obvious but always pre-
sent. All of this is certainly a tribute to i4rs. Rice's skill at
characterization and love of human nature. With charming simpli-
city, so characteristic of the entir:: story, Mrs. Rice closes her
book. She has told a good story well, she has pictured romantic
characters in realistic scenes, and she as left the reader
something over which to ponder.
Mrs. Rice dedicated her latest novel
"TO
Cale Young Rice
But For Whose Sustaining Hand
Mr. Fete Would Never Have
andered Through These
Pages"
Inhabitants of Louisville c_In doubly enjoy Mr. Pete Co.
because, like ;,rs. V.iggs, it is set in familiar territory, that
section of the river front known as the Bend, which is surrounded
by the city dumps and shanty boats. Towhead Island, Ee-Irgrass
Cret-k, the river road, and the Country Club are all names which
make the story more meanin417ful to the people of louisvifle, wile
the famous 1),:rby is known not only in -Louisville but ov(!y.* the
47
world.
The Chiceo I;aily Tribune points out that "::_rs. Rice writes
with her usual sympathy for the frailties of the under-privileged
and with a sense of humor that oftens saves a situation from be-
coming a bit to sickly sweet or banal. hr. Pete will amuse you
in an 'idle hour.1"45
The Wew York Times remarks that "There is so much love,
sentiment, human interest, and tender romance in this tale, or.c
cannot doubt that it will find a large and enthusiastic public."46
The gew York herald Tribune's "Books" says of it: "Definite
charm. Done with humor and here and there a touch of kindly
caricature. The novel is a sort of 'Grand Hotel' of the slums, a
Eentucky city 'Street Scene.047
The story of Fete ec Co. ran in the 1„arch, Awn, -ay,
June, and July issues of hcCall's for
Each of the above-mentioned volumes has made a wide appeal
and has met with unfailing favor with the press.48 search
through her many volumes ,rarely reveals anthing but sympathetic
and hearty appreciation. reviei:er In Barber's once wrote: "It
is 1:.rs. Rice's gift of humor blest with humanest affection that
disarms the critic and captivats the .latn."49
45*Pook neview Dicest, 1933, p. 788.
cit.
47:f-ntucky .uttors :.,c1.7boo1, or.. cit., Courier-Journal (October
1,






Concerning her work another critic has written:
'line real significance of her books lies out-
side the quality that has made tnem sell, for
they do more than L..ake the popular appeal, they
make artistic appeal as v.ell, and more and better
than either is the influence these unpretending
volumes have haa upon contemporary fiction. The
enthusiastic reception of iZrs. hicess books
marked the return of public taste to the real
drama of character drawn from thp deep and





Since the development of the magazine one cannot help being
impressed by the number of wot.en writers, also by the high average
of their work, their deversity of talent, and their general
literary skill. Ihis is peculiar to America. In France the
short story has reached a degree of excellence, yet it is the
work of men. 'nglana has had a line of notable women writers
since the days of Jane Austen, yet they gained their fame as
novelists and not as short story writers. -%f course there are
exceptions, but, generally speaking, this is true.
In this country there have been ourin,7: the last seventy-five
years many wonen short sotry writers ihe best short stories,
especially those modelled upon the yrench style, are the st„ries
of character rather than of incident. It is in this character
study that the American women exce1.1
Ers. lice Het:an 'lice is a short story writer as well as a
novelist, and, needless to say, she falls among the ones who
excel in character study. "hen just a schoclgirl she loved to
write, and she wrote short stories- ''everal of her short storks
were published even before :.i's. 1.11gabbage Patch was
written. Lrs. farrie lies in her novels more than in her
short stories, but this does not keep her stories froyi being
Load.
1
The it:ookman s XXVII, 153 191S).
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Lrs. Rice has always had the pewel. to express her feelinGs
and thoughts both in speecn and in written for she was
just a girl, she WES either telling a story, or writing one, or
drawing.
Wargaret W. Vandercook, one of la's. Ficels girlhood friends,
tells this interesting story about her:
"Once on a su=er evening, it was
a number of years ago, a group of little
girls sat listening to a story on the
steps of a Kentucky home. Cne of them
was telling the story, a brown-eyed, brown-
haired girl with a Southern voice and
manner. She wao Alice Hegan, now Alice
Hegan Rice. It was a dreadful, shivery,
ghost story. Long before, the grown
people had gone upstairs to bed, and the
lights in the house had been put out.
When the story ended, the story teller
and the otner children went home, and I was
left alone in the dark, alone in the
thrall of that ghostly tale. I had to put
the sofa cushions away under the back stairs.
.Ls I flung them from 11-e and turned to run,
something sefmed to clutch me in the back.
It was only a falling cushion, not an
unearthly hand, but I never forgot my
horror, and I have never forgotten that
story. This is my first recollection of
Alice Hegan Rice. I did not know in those
days, when we were little girls, that she
was to become true author of greatly human
novels, but i. did know tnat she knew how
to make your neart beat. The gift has not
deserted is. ?ice to tnis day .n2
vrs. Rice writes sometimes for the St. Nicholas magazine. Her
stories for children are not very nuerous, but they are Interesting
and appeal to children. Some of her stcries that have speared
in the St. 1:icholas are ",-ter:nelon Lteckings," a stor-i of a
2_,entucky „Ltr.1.5er si). cit., The hook 
kOctucer, 11JO:1).
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naughty but faithful little negro girl, published in :.:ecember,
1902; "Leonard's Lnglish Cnristmas," a story about a little
American boy wno helped a poor Lnglishri,an, published in December,
1914; and "netty's Best Christmas," a story of a little girl tho
lived during the Civil '4ar, published in December, 1916.
in 1918 hrs. P.ice turned from publishing novels and published
a book or short etcries under tne title of miss Link's Soldier End
Other Stories.' L-A.s book contained t!-1F, following stories:
1. kiss kink's Soldier
2. A Darling of sasfortune
3. "Pop"
4. Hoodooed
5. A katter of Friendship
6. The Wild Oats of a bpinster
7. Cupid Goes Slumming
o• The Soul of Sana San
1.11 or tee stories had appeareel one at a tire in bone
magaiine. The "Soul of bana san" was published in Decembe-2, 1905;
oat:; or a Spinster" in July, 1906; "p.atter or FriendLhip" in
key, 1910; "Darling of Lisfortune" in November, 11O; "Hoodooed"
in August, 1914; "L•a.ss Kink's Soldier" in August, 1918, all in
The (;entury; wnile "Cupid Goes Slumming" appeared in August, 1907;
End "Fop" in August, 1914, ootn in The American Magazine.
All the stories are well told and full or human interest.
The eight stories are varied in theme. "The Soul of Sena San" end
"hoodooed" are better than the rest. "The Soul or Sana Lien" has
a touch -I• real pathos and some very pretty descriptions. It tells
of a little Japanese girl and a wounded ?ussian soldier during the
3Lunitz, op. cit. n. 560.
-.P...••• yr. • a. ••• ver#0•4%. **,• '
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Falsso-Japanese war.
war; that is all she
unto death, arouses
Sana San's father :_nd brothers have gone to
knows. ',:hen the iussian soldier, wounded -
the child's interest, her mother permits her
to go every day to the hospital, where the dying man watches
eagerly for her coming. This little story is told with much
tenderness and charm..
The other story, "F.00dooed," is quite different. Its two
principal characters are Gordon Lee Surrender Jones, an old negro,
and his wife, Amanda, a superior person who was not only queen
I.:other of the Sisters of the Order of the Star, but also a first=
class cook. Gordon Lee is hoodooed and has to stay in bed;
panda cures him in a most original and effective manner.




The Lady of The Decoration
A Aemento Of any Rapp - rays
Spent Together vEast of Suez,"
Lady of The Decoration was 1...rs. Rice's aunt, Mrs. Fannie
Caldwell Macaulay, who spent many years as a teacher of kinder-
garten in japan. It Was through it:rs. kacaulay that Lis. and rxs.
Rice developed an interest In Japanese thiriL-e and spent, at one
time, six months there. Mrs. Eacaulayls book, The Lady of The
Decoration, ia collection of letters written in Japan and sent
back home. It was th:L.ough a sugcestf_on of .,rs. 7ice that !re.
P:acaulay collected and published these letters.4
.ri"..entuoky ,!.uthors LIcrapcv.;k, cp. cit., The Book lews ::cnthly
(October,
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Two years after Liss rinkls Loldier and Other Stories made its
appearance anotner book or snort stcries came out. It was Turn
About Tales.5 In this voluL-,e ;a.s. Rice collaborated with 14r. 'ice.
Wisely, they did not collaborate in the s.,.me story, for their
temperaments and styles are different, out the book contains
distinctive stories by each author. As one would expect, those by
izr. Rice are serious, philosophical, and dramatic, with touches of
ironic humor. Those by ',Ts. Pice are written in her clever nettled,




1. Beulah ;.lice Fegan Rice
2. Lowry. cale Ioung Rice
3. Tne Nut —Alice iegan Rice
4. ierancella Cale Young Rice
5. A partnership Li_emory....Alice Hegan Piee
6. Archie's helapse Cle Young Rice
7. Reprisal Began Rice
8. Under New iloons Cale Young Rice
9. Tie Rand on the Sill....,lice Hegan Rice
10. Aaron Farwood Cale Young Rice
The stories presnt t. les reflecting every human emotion.
There we- sympathy, hun.or, and pathos, and every reader.will find
delight and cnarm in them.






i-, few of these stories had appeared in mazazines. "Beulah*
5 unitz, op. cit., p. 560.
V • Mee.. vois..Tvpmcw 4.0•1".4 •-• 4.041,11grefr, -
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and "Reprisal" were published in harper':. and The Delineatcr,-
respectively, in ,.ugust, 1919. "The Nut" Was pu.:iished in The
,century, in rovember, 119. This story is about the prison ward
In which ;,:rs. Rice worlied during the war.
Winners and Lcsers was releasedi to the public in 1925.6 It
was her last book of snort stories. Winners and Losers, like
Turn About Tales, is a collection of stories written alternately
by Mr. and 1.:r a.
They are as follows:
1. Phoebe Alice Hegan Rice
2. Out of Darkness Cale Young Pica
3. Miss Gee Alice Hegan Pice
4. The Commonwealth's Attorney Cale Young P,ice
5. Lourning a la Mode Alice Fegan Rice





Heroes: T40 Storiettes 
Alice Hegan Rice
Cale Young Rice
it 1. A Hero de Luxe
4 2. A Eero :Unus
9. In the Day of Resurrection Alice Hegan Rice
10. Gull's zest Cale Young Rice
4
'4
This book resembles the Turn ,,bout Sales, for from the first
to the last the stories c,..re of very different types. They have a
variety of scenes presented, but as for plot or character there is
not anything distinctive.
The 1;ew Iork Times seys of the book:
11.-hile there is nothing very remark-
able about any of these tales, they are
acreeable and cleverly told, with a humorous
aprxeciation of their own comedy element
which is pleasantly diverting. When the
author chuckles, the reader smiles with her."7
6Loc. cit.
71XNok Review 1A-125, p. 588.
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These ar-J i_rob,;.o.Ly all or her sbort stories witL the excep-
tion or "Then Jove f:ods," put,iished in harper'., „pril, 1903;
and "The tlarper in the v,00d," published 1..ey, 1911, in The Century.
"Ii.hen Jove NOGS" is an exceedingly clever story about a
judge, a doctor, and another man wno went hunting in November and
who did not iind ./-iything, but who got very hungry. It is
tumorous and pictures three dirferent types or characters. "The
Harper in the Wood" is a legend of Lales about a little blird boy
6:10 played a harp oy the wayside for a livinz and who lost his
life by saving a little.sbeep.
j-athough L:rs. Rice has not written so very nany st:ort stories,
se has won recognition in the rield of short stories as well as in
that of tne novel.
CHAPTER VI
LATER 171: AR S
In 1- t. James Court, not far from the Csboage patch "as t:f;
pigeon flies" but very far removed in caste and circumstances,
stands the handsome ho:ie of Cale Young :Axe and Alice Hegan Rice.
hrs. Rice's workshop is a very slrall room in the large resi-
dence. It is a simple, square room with simple furnishint7s, with
nothing wnich sugzests the temperamental artist who must have a
certain atmosphere to induce inspiration. It suggests work rather
than dreming. Here the actual manual and mental aabor of creating
character and plot is done at a brisk pace, after the general out-
lines have been planned at leisure and in longer spaces of time.'
L:rs. V,A.gs appeare a ;;ood many years befort: t.:le present
home of rs. Rice was built. It was written on Fourth Street at
the girlhood home of Alice Eegan.
The little worl:shop in St. Janes Court nowadays turns away
many bidders for work. It cannot supply the demand, and it could,
at -will, devote itself to any topic.2 Some authors commercialize
tIleir names, but Yrs. Rice has not done so. She has continued
to write fiction which has found a large audience, although the
author is moat widr.;ly known by her first book, as a great many
fiction writcrs are.
krs. Rice did not go 1,ast to live, aL -.any writing pople
Ibrn.ry Scrapbook, op. cit., Courier-Jourral (2.916).
2Toc. cit.
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done, because she believed ti:'-t, for her own happiness and the
success cf her work, a better influence lay in the associations
of her ear ier life, in the closer and more tangible atmosphere
of a s7:11er cit7, where there is time for one's own people and
friends. "hy, in iiew 'York," she said, "you won't even give one
tire to finisn an anecdote."3
So=ecne asked Lis. Rice how many hJAirs a day she worked, and
she looked surprised. "Why," she said, "I don't work any certEin
number of hcurs; I can't write that way; when I tza in the midst of
a thing I =ay work a long time over it, and then I may rest a long
while. I an afl-aid that I haven't very good literary habits."4
Although Rice's success came early in life, she feels
deeply the need for the study of the technique of writing in
critical comment and the art of construction. She does not agree
with the people who think that the study of the art of writing
robs the writer of his aGn spontaneity. Lhe thinks that the writer
should study his art as the painter does, work from original
masterpieces, study outline, colcr, form, md then put into the
result of the study the criginality, the personal expression which
Is the cnly reason for any artistic performance.5
• Rice is ch%racterizee by tne s:..me qualities which aY-e, to
be found in 1-er rit4-:7s, a strong and genial intepest in 1-luman
life and human nature, a bent toward practical pllilanthropy, and





an optimistic insistence upon the ultie:ate good In all that these
interests have reveaiee to her. her r:nowleoge of life and people
coees from acquaintance wilh life and people as she see2s them. 61-e
is a humorist at first hand rather than a close student of hune.n
nature. Back of her writings lie a sympathy with the subjects
and a heertiness and appreciation.6
The secret of ,-rs. Rice's success is tha- she sees things
as they ought to be. It is because she has so firm a faith in the
ultimate outcome of life that she can smile so near her tears.
Faith is tne secret of all true humor. She nas a deeply human
sympathy; it is an ail-round sympathy for nen and women in every
walk of life. But the people who have been abused are the people
that a...1's. Rice best understnds in her books and in hr he4rt.
7
She has been greatly interested in the children's probstlon
courts in Louisville. She has served as a probation officer for
boys who needed a sympathetic friend who knows how to iaugn and
to forgive and to start all over again.8
She has not felt that her private life could be of interest,
no matter how interested a public she nad in her books. So she
really has never given the interviewers or the newspapers ren half
a chance to find out her views on any question. A reporter of a
paper once wrote atv.:,t her:
tt•- s. rice can scent a reporter
Ce.lderman and harris, op. cit., pp. 4403-4404.




einteen miles to windard, and sne does
not talk for publication. Vihenever a
newspaper man ap;roacnes the Rices, home
in St. James Court, sne hurriedly gathers
up her co.Liection of personal-conversation
and hides it away with the fmily plate in
the secret recess benind the iireplace
in V.e living room.
"As ne enters the hall, the journalist
is forced to take oaths in nine languages
and tne deaf-mute alphabet--every one blood-
chilling--tivtt he will not make mental
notes for a column 'story' in the morning
paper. Tnis ceremony performed, the
situation becomes as sociable as a church
picnic "9
of rs. vice's private life it is enough to say it is a full
and happy one, rich in tiae vital things. If she has had a better
fortune than so:::e other wor:en, it may oe oecause of the ne
w
philosophy of life wnicn 1-Lakes us attract the thing in which we
nol_t fully believe. Mrs. icc believes in the good; she is a
normal woman with many activities. Margaret W. Vandercook, a
friend o rs. Rice, says of her: "You may rest absolutely c
m the
fact that she practices what si-2e preaches--sunshine and g
ood
fellowship, laughter and the Dearing of your own burden."10
ars. Rice is not only an excellent writer, bat she is a go
od
speaker. In uctoher, 1909, sne was on the program given in th
e
ballroom on the Seelbach hotel by a very choice group, which
included Madison cawein, Cale Young Rice, Lrs. Ira SayTa arnett,
Patty b. Semple, Abby i_eguire hoach, Geerge ILadden 1,artin
, and
Uannie Lee 1,rayser. The occasion was memorable from both the
Sicentucky ,:utnors Lcrapbook, op. cit., .,ouisville lerala 
(Jul:- 21,
12,22).
1°Ibid., alle took evis ionthl,r (October, 1909).
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literary and social points of view, and itrs. Rice in a happy mood
turned her friendly voice to a friendly audience.11 She is a
popular after-dinner speaer and adresses innumerable meetings.
On April 12, 1927, Lrs. rice gave an illustrated lecture at
Young .omen's Christian „ssociation Charm School. The topicthe
was "Fictprescue Japan," and her talk was illustratee with colored
slides, so -:e made by rs. Fmnie ...cculay. The slides depicted
Japanese scenes, customs, child life, and education.12
ia.s. Rice's interests have never been wholly confined to writ-
ing. She takes an interest in all kinds of charit5.work. In 1928,
when the drive for the rear East Felief fund was made, ;:rs. Fice r'as
a member of the committee for securing funds from Jefferson County.
She kas a; earnest worker and wrote and r,ceived many letter8.13
In these days of many books it is not unusual for husband and
..ife to produce work of literary distinction. But a significant
event in the literary world happened during the .inter of 1927-1928,
wLen, on the same day, degrees of Doctor of Liter-14 ure were con-
ferreo upon Cale 'Youn-3 rice and 1ice Hegan Pice by ollins
College, Florida.14
The rices in the Linter ,re often in i•lorida, with visits to
:ew 01.k for literar-,- associations. Tney have tie,veled widely and
often. ,- nen tr., y go to Europe, ..merican ar.bsssadcrs seek them out
11- •::en,ucKy Lcraotook on. cit.
12Itid., Courier—Journal (April 10, 1927).
Ibid., eraid Poet (Yovember, 1922).
14Ibid., 7oston Trnscript (August, 192(;).
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and insist upon being nospitaole. -r. and ars. t,,ice have tne love
ox travel In coon, and they have circled tne globe twice and
have tiodden beaten and unbeaten paths in ._-_urope, ania, and :_fric..a.
:hey are equally at hone in London or aew York, but they are not
among those whom travel nakes homeless.
"If it be a summer in England or
cotland they are at home with their many
friends or at some quiet inn; if it be in
Japan they make tneir own atmosphere both for
work and observation; if it be a month on tne
aine coast, with the dashing spray and rocks at
Froutts Neck, they are st nome in tneir habits
and easeful reading and writing."15
,hen these autnors tr.Jvel, they create an atmosphere ox home;
they are no feverisn sight-seers. .hen tne ices set out for one
or these leisurely journeys, tney close tneir worknops at hoe,
1)ut any place becomes the office 01 tA:e two autyors.
Neither of the Hices ever cared for an active society life.
In spite of a large amount of literary proauction, i. and rs. 'rice
Impress one witn their quiet cn,Irm and their moods of retlection..
Life to ten is tull or ricn experiences ot travel and friendships,
°I seclusion and comradeship away from tne outside orld. in their
snaded, vine-covered hor.e in t:t. Janes Court they have tneir
respective workshops L.nd their rtstrul living room. 1.n tLe poem
"1;wailows," dedicated to P. ice has emphasized tneir
companionship.
"In a roam tnat we love,
ijnder a lamp,
a:.oae soft glow ful's around,




Through t::.e silence soul-profound
And black on the yellow frieze of the Ncalls
The swallows fly unchanging;
sound, round, yet never round,
PanEing--yet never ranging.
nv,e sit and you read, your face aglow,
dreer.z that strt
I watch the swallows
As each follows
The other, swift, apart.
Till oft it seems th&t your words are birds
Flying into my heart,
And singing there, and bringing there,
Love's more than artless art.
"So never, in lends however far,
Or seas that wash them round,
Shall I see wings along the sky,
But instantly the sound
Of your voice shall come,
And the sky, changing,
Shall be the room we love,
Lith its lamp-glowing and te-flowing--
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27. "In the Day of Resurrection"
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